3i2	THE TYPE-PROBLEM IN  POETRY
one's powerl; a second possibility is philosophical specula-
lation*\ a third is the quasi-rdigious, which leads to
heresies and the founding of sects; there remains the
fourth possibility of employing the forces contained in the
images in every form of licentiousness.
The two latter forms were manifested in an especially
marked form in the Encratitic (abstinent, ascetic) and the
Antitactic (anarchical) schools of the Gnostics.    As regards
reality-adaptation,  there is,  however, a  certain  indirect
value in raising these images to consciousness, since the
relation   to   the  real  world  is   thereby cleared   of  an
admixture of phantasy.    But the images  possess  their
chief value in  assuring subjective happiness  and  well-
being,  irrespective   of the   changing   aspects   of   outer
conditions.   To  be adapted is  certainly an  ideal    Yet
adaptation is not always possible; there are situations in
which the only correct adaptation is patient  endurance,
A passive adaptation of this kind is made possible and
easy through a development of the phantasy-images.    I
used   the   word   "development",   because   at   first   the
phantasies are merely raw material of doubtful value.    In
order to reach that form  which  is  Hkely to yield  the
maximum value, they must be submitted to treatment,,
This treatment is a matter of technique, which it is hardly
appropriate to discuss,here.    For the sake of clearness I
need only say that there are two possibilities of treatment;
(i) the reductive, and (2) the synthetic, method.    The
former traces everything back to primitive instincts ; the
latter develops a process from the given material which
aims at the differentiation of the personality.
The reductive and synthetic methods are mutually
complementary, for reduction to instinct leads to reality,
i Literary examples of this are: E. T. A. Hoffman, Meyrink,
Barlach (Der tote Tag): on. the higher levels, Spitteler, Goethe (F&ust),
Wagner.
a Nietzsche in Zarathustra.

